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Building Capacity: Keeping Positive
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Introduction
Welcome to our annual review of 2012/13
which captures the headline features of our
year’s work. At our AGM in November 2012
we celebrated 10 years of existence as a
CVS, during which time we have strived to
provide the right kind of support to promote
and develop a strong and effective
voluntary sector in the High Peak.
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In this report you will see glimpses of the work
we do to help voluntary and community
groups be as effective as they can to make
improvements in people’s lives and their
communities. We are also well versed in
project management and the Can Parent
and the Neighbourhood Learning in Deprived
Communities projects are current examples of
projects that High Peak CVS is running.
By providing information, advice,
development support and training we aim
to build groups’ capacity to make a positive
difference to people’s lives. We also act
with others to bring networks together and
represent the voluntary sector perspective at
the strategic and policy level.
The voluntary sector is never static and in
the last 5 years we have helped to establish
57 new groups and we now have over 370
CVS members keeping us at the heart of the
voluntary and community network.

Message from the CHAIR
Joy Brown
Another year!
We have seen changes to our Board this year; we lost one
Trustee who moved away from the area, and we gained four
new Trustees, who have brought new ideas and enthusiasm to
our Board, and who are most welcome.
This year we have worked from our new premises, Dunbar
House on Buxton Road, Whaley Bridge, which has proved to be
a good central location; our wonderful, cheerful staff members
are now fully accustomed to their new home.
The theme of ‘new’ has continued throughout the year, as we
have a new business plan, and a new user friendly web site,
which we hope will further support our mission, “to enable a
sustainable voluntary and community sector.”
Voluntary Action is alive and well in the High Peak!

	
  

“CVS has been very helpful to us as a small group - especially in the beginning.”
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Message from GENERAL MANAGER	
  
Nigel Caldwell
This has been a challenging and exciting
period. The Board took a bold decision to sell
our premises, to relocate and release reserves
as a safety net against hard times and the new
premises have suited us well – with an improved
training room and a greater visibility on our
street front site. Our only problem being some
Sat Navs interpret our new postcode as being
4 miles down the road in Disley!
Despite the challenges we have maintained
a very productive workload providing quality
development support and practical services
to voluntary groups in a total of 603 contacts
throughout the year.
We ran our usual main training programme of
courses relevant to the voluntary sector and
catered for over 100 trainees on our courses,
supplemented by the informal training that
occurs when development workers assist groups.
Our aim is to offer low cost accessible training
to groups and this was assisted by the training
budget element in the Lottery funding. With
this subsidy ending we faced a challenge
but we maximised the number of in house
training sessions we can offer with the skills
of our development team. From October
our training delivery was enhanced by £21k
for our Neighbourhood Learning in Deprived

Communities
project.
It was a significant
point in our
funding when we
reached the end
of our BASIS Lottery
funding at the end
of October which
had underpinned
the core of our
development work over the past 5 years.
However we were successful in achieving an
additional £10k from the Lottery under their
Supporting Change programme which we used
to undertake a full review of our work involving
all the CVS’s major stakeholders. See later in
this report for the main findings. We revised our
business plan and refocused our marketing,
principally through a very modern upgrade
for our website. The website will house multiple
resources of value to voluntary and community
groups and local charities.
There remains a challenge to find alternative
funding and save costs. We are of course
indebted to a well informed and closely
engaged Board of Directors in our endeavours
in this challenging financial climate.

OUR 5 Year BASIS Funding “Managing Transition”
Between Nov 2007 and Oct 2012
419 voluntary and community groups received development support
593 individuals were trained by High Peak CVS main training programme
57

new groups were formed with High Peak CVS development input

“I’ve found the HPCVS services to be
very useful, they are particularly good at
helping rural communities to access the
help they need.”

“I think HPCVS provides a valuable
service to inform and equip local
charities about all the different aspects
of running a voluntary organisation.”
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CVS Training
Developing the Voluntary and Community
Sector (VCS) groups’ capacity to carry out
their intended aims is a central pillar of CVS as
a voluntary sector infrastructure development
agency. An essential element of this is offering
a broad spectrum of relevant training.

Our training work was supplemented by our
successful bid for Neighbourhood Learning
in Deprived Communities which focussed on
accessible training for low skilled unemployed
over 19 year olds.
Our Sustain Project coordinator attracted
specialist training from National Energy Action to
address fuel poverty and promote home energy
efficiency, and workshops on a new online
donor-fundraising initiative, Local Giving.

Partnership working
The fully refurbished training room.

This year we ran training courses for groups and
trained over 100 people on our main training
programme on a wide range of topics such as
governance, first aid, food hygiene, funding,
presentation skills and roles and responsibilities
of Trustees, etc. We also introduced 2 new
courses – on employment law and manual
handling. On occasions we were able to offer
flexible training at a group’s premises and
sometimes in a tutorial format where numbers
were smaller.

“I would like to thank all at HPCVS for
their outstanding work and dedication.”

High Peak CVS works closely with 3D, the
association of voluntary sector infrastructure
across Derbyshire. 3D were successful in the
bid for a Transforming Local Infrastructure
(TLI) and High Peak CVS led on the “work
smarter through better use of IT” part of
the programme designed to streamline the
communication between 3D members.
We also worked closely with High Peak
Borough Council colleagues on facilitating
the Community Voice meetings and assisted
in the consultation on the changes to
Council tax.

Our Community Print Service
The Community Print Service has continued to
flourish and provide a valued and economical
service to voluntary and community groups.
With our high quality computerised print
equipment, combined with Jackie’s expertise
and attention to detail, we produce attractive
black and white and colour printing at an
affordable cost. This year we completed over
140 print jobs for groups.
Next year we plan to do more to market this offer
to community groups as many are unaware of
the quality of the service and the great value to
be had. As it is computerised printing, groups do
not even have to visit the office, they can just
email or send it to us on CD or memory stick.

CVS hired out equipment to groups 49 times
and the training rooms was booked 20 times.
For all print, room or equipment enquiries
contact Jackie on 01663 736436,
email jackie@highpeakcvs.org.uk
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FUTURE DIRECTION REVIEW
Our Supporting Change grant fund work related to: l carrying out a 360° organisational appraisal;
l Developing a business plan for the next 3-5 years; l Promoting widely HPCVS’s achievements to date
and the work it proposes to do; l Training staff where necessary to adapt to new ways of working.

HPCVS Review – the process
HPCVS
Board
HPCVS
Staff
HPCVS
Members
Partners/
Funders
Non-users

Looking to
the Future
of High
Peak CVS
Review
Draft
Report

Board &
Staff
Discussion
Review Draft Report

Issues facing the voluntary
& community sector

High Peak CVS today:
Its most valued services

Included:
• Funding
• Relationship with public sector
• Response to Localism Act
• Doing things differently
• Group promotion
• Retention of staff & volunteers

• Information, Training, Funding advice and
support
• Providing a link between the Voluntary
and Community Sector and other bodies,
especially statutory bodies
• The independent voice of HPCVS
• The facilitation of joint working within the
Voluntary and Community Sector
• A greater capacity to deliver on projects

Looking to the Future of the High Peak CVS
Future new services not requiring major changes
• More linking of groups together
• Find the hard-to-reach groups in need
• Be more influential politically, representing
the Voluntary and Community Sector
• Use information technology better
• More help to the Voluntary and Community
Sector in fundraising and income generation
• More support to the Voluntary and
Community Sector in managing their groups
• Increased and different training
• Re-introduce a Pro Help style project
• Work the same, but better
• Promote the services of the HPCVS

New ways of working for the High Peak CVS
• Re-look at merger opportunities
• Deliver services in a greater range of spaces
• Do ‘patch’ working
• Be more entrepreneurial, more focus on
social enterprise
• Do more direct delivery of services to the
community; deliver projects in partnership
with statutory and large organisations; both
with limitations
• Become specialists for certain groups or
certain issues

The survey was carried out by Clearer Thinking who undertook the work
in the 3 month period running up to our AGM in November. At the AGM
our members were asked again to reflect on the key issues affecting CVS
and its Future Direction. Significantly 91% of those consulted gave positive
feedback and expressed satisfaction and only 1% negative comment.
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Development Work
The Development Team continued to provide
a wide range of support to Voluntary and
Community Sector (VCS) groups in the High
Peak. In total there were over 600 contacts with
groups who were helped with development
support, funding advice or practical services
such as printing or equipment hire.
The Small Groups Project continued to promote
and support small marginalised groups offering
start up advice, help with funding and ongoing
support. This year there was a particular
emphasis on work with older people, disabled
people and people who use mental health
services. As well as support to existing groups
we have helped to get several brand new
groups off
the ground,
such as the
high energy
Fairfield
Skate Park
initiative,

Action at Fairfield Skate Park.

The CVS continues to be an active partner in
a consortium that won the tender to run the
Government’s Parenting Class Voucher scheme,
which is currently being trialled in just 3 areas of
the country, High Peak, Middlesborough and
the London Borough of Camden. Parents of
children aged 6 and under are entitled to £100
voucher to be spent on parenting classes. The
CVS is the local promoter and work started in
High Peak mid May 2012 . Our workers Rachel
Harman and Rachel Clark have delivered a
very successful information and promotional

Buxton
High Peak Wide
Chapel
AnnualNew
Report
Mills 2012/13
Hayfield
Out of area
Furness Vale
Small Group Project: Geographical Focus
High Peak 38%
Glossop 22%
Buxton 15%
Chapel 4%
New Mills 3%
Hayfield 3%
Harpur Hill 2%
Edale 2%
Hope Valley 1%
Note: Percentage is of development workers time

the G52 Women’s Community Action Group
and the new food bank, Bare Necessities.
Funding is a constant difficulty for most groups
and the Sustain Project helps with advice and
workshops on grant funding as well as surgeries
with specific funders. Sustain encourages
groups to look strategically at their funding,
and to consider a full range of options, business
and project planning, and effective ways to
promote their impact and public benefit.
This year the 2012 Olympic Torch visited Buxton
and the Arts Development worker convened a
steering group of arts organisations to build an
appropriate cultural programme. 20,000 people
attended and large numbers stayed on to enjoy
the cultural activities in the Pavilion Gardens. In
addition our Arts Development worker provides
regular information to creative industries and
artists.

Minister Andrew Timpson meets with Nigel Caldwell and
Rachel Harman.

campaign, working closely with a wide network
of agencies to make parents aware of the
value of the free parenting classes and drawing
praise from the central consortium for their
achievements.
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Finances
Our Aims and
Objectives
Our Charity’s purpose as set out in our
company’s memorandum of association is to:
“Promote and assist any charitable purpose for
the benefit of the community”. Our Mission is “to
improve the quality of life for individuals, groups
and communities by enabling a vibrant and
sustainable Voluntary and Community Sector
that is valued throughout the High Peak.” We
can only achieve this by securing
adequate
Development
Work
£142,074
financial resources to support
our aims. Our
target for the next year is to secure new funding
Power House £55,714
streams to continue the vital work of supporting
Governance Costs*
local voluntary community action.
£2,062
Total Incoming Resources £258,938

Profit from sale of
building £28,475
Generated Funds
£126,197
Charitable Activities
£104,938

Total Resources Spent £199,850
Glossop
Buxton
Development Work
High Peak Wide
£142,074
Chapel
Power
New
Mills House £55,714
Hayfield
Costs*
OutGovernance
of area
£2,062
Furness Vale
* of which Audit is £1920

Profit from sale of

High
Peak
38% Peak
The main financial initiative
for
the High
building £28,475
Glossop
22%
CVS has been to unlock the cash reserves in
Generated
Funds
Buxton
our premises to help us ride
out a15%
potentially
£126,197
Chapel 4%
difficult funding environment
with more groups
Charitable
New
Mills 3% Activities
competing for limited funding
sources.
£104,938

Hayfield 3%
The Board’s decision to put
the CVS
owned
Harpur
Hill 2%
Edale
2% adequate
premises up for sale was to
secure
Hope
1%
Glossop
cash reserves in these times
of Valley
uncertain
Buxton on the 6th
funding. The sale was completed
High
June 2012 and we moved
intoPeak
our Wide
new premises
Chapel
on the same date.
New Mills
Hayfield

With improved marketing
came our new look website…

This move was partly prompted by the
knowledge that in October 2012 our 5 year
BASIS Lottery funding would finish.
By closely monitoring and restricting expenditure
and maximising small grant and consultancy
opportunities, by the end of the year we had
achieved income £33,000 above budget and
our expenditure was £15,800 below the budget
target.
High Peak CVS was successful in its bid for
a £21,000 grant under the Neighbourhood
Learning in Deprived Communities to deliver
learning in community settings for over 19
year olds who are unemployed and have
low educational achievements. The training
programme ran from October 2012 to July 2013.
We secured £10,000 from Big Lottery under their
Supporting Change funding stream. We used
this for undertaking a survey of our stakeholders
to assess their view of the services that CVS
offer, improving our marketing, in particular
with a new website, and developing a new
business plan.

“We need HPCVS to ensure that
voluntary organisations not only survive
but continue to make an impact on the
lives of our service users.”

	
  

	
  

OUR ADDRESS IS
105 BUXTON ROAD, WHALEY BRIDGE, HIGH PEAK SK23 7HX

High Peak CVS Staff List
Nigel Caldwell

General Manager

nigel@highpeakcvs.org.uk

Jane Corke

Finance Manager

jane@highpeak.cvs.org.uk

Esther Jones

Sustainable Development Adviser

esther@highpeakcvs.org.uk

Liz Fletcher

Small Groups Project Coordinator

lizsgp@highpeakcvs.org.uk

Jackie Donnelly

Print and Database Officer

jackie@highpeakcvs.org.uk

Rachel Harman

Can Parent Development Worker

rharman@highpeakcvs.org.uk

Rachel Clarke

Can Parent Development Worker

raq.clark@btinternet.com

Claire Mitchell

IT and Information Officer

claire@highpeakcvs.org.uk

Thank you to our Funders
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